Behavioural monitoring
is becoming increasingly important in assessing the well-being of laboratory animals on various treatments, such as chronic toxicity tests. This report describes a simple method of recording 'homecage' wheel activity, that is where activity is measured using a wheel fitted in the mouse's usual cage, rather than the animal having to be transferred to a different environment in a special cage for testing.
According to BrueH (1967) 'mice seem to enjoy running in activity wheels. All mice run on wheels; we have yet to find a mouse that does not'.
Previous studies have used wheels of 150-350 mm diameter which only fit expensive purpose-built mouse cages. However, there appears to be no reason why wheels of a much smaller diameter should not be used. Collier & Leshner (1967) studied the effects of wheels of different diameters on number of revolutions, distance run and work done, and concluded that although mice ran more revolutions and greater distances in small wheels, the amount of work done (grams moved per metre) was independent of the diameter of the wheel.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The wheel 85 mm diameter exercise wheels designed for pet mice were purchased from pet shops. These were wired to the lid of a standard plastic mouse cage (North Kent Plastics Ltd, Home Gardens, Dartford, Kent) so that they could rotate freely in either direction ( Fig. 1) . A 10 X 7 X 3 mm permanent magnet was attached to the rim of the wheel, using glue and fine wire, in such a way as to activate a magnetic reed switch once per revolution.
Another magnet was used as a counterweight to balance the wheel, but placed so that it did not activate the switch.
Revolutions were counted electronically, using apparatus capable of counting at a maximum rate of 500 rpm, the count being recorded on 6-digit totalizing impulse counters.
Total cost per cage of IO-wheel unit (excluding the cost of the mouse cages) is given in Table 1 . Some of tbe characteristics of the wheels were evaluated in 3 experiments. In the 1st experiment 8 mice were used-3 C57BL/IO, 1 albino congenic with C57BL/lO, 1 BALB/c x C3H F 1 hybrid, 1 C3H/He and 2 FISt-but no attempt was made to match them for strain or age. Details of these mouse strains, diets and environmental conditions are given by Parrot & Festing (1971) . After acclimatization to the wheels, the number of revolutions per 24 h was recorded for a 4-day period, and then the mice were placed in different wheels and recorded for a further 4 days. The results were analysed to determine whether the number of revolutions was influenced by the characteristics of individual wheels. The hybrid mouse was also maintained in one of the cages for a period of 74 days in order to study the pattern of running. In the 2nd experiment 2 'young' (27-day old) and 2 'old' (SO days) mice of C57BL/10 and DBA/2 strains were used to examine the differences between strains and the effects of age over a 20-day period.
RESULTS
Most mice learned to run in the wheels within 30 min of being introduced to them, and within the first 24 h they had become very proficient.
Mature mice immediately established a characteristic mean number of revolutions, which they adhered to (with some fluctuations) over several weeks. The distribution of the number of revolutions per 24 h period run by the hybrid mouse is shown graphically in Fig. 2 . The wheels have a circumference of 270 mm so that 10000 revolutions is equal to 2·7 km; this mouse therefore ran an average of about 13-14 km per 24 h. BrueH (1967) noted substantial hybrid vigour for wheel activity, and no inbred mice tested so far have run such distances.
In the early stages of learning to use the wheels the number of revolutions may be slightly over-estimated with this design of wheel. If the mouse stops with the magnet close to the switch, and the wheel is still oscillating, several revolutions are recorded. However, this bias is slight and is less marked once the mouse has become skilled in using the wheels.
Analysis of experiment 1 showed clear cut and highly significant differences between mice (probably largely of genetic origin), no significant differences between the 2 periods of 4 days, and a mouse X period interaction which was just significant at the 5 % level. This significant interaction implies that the wheels are not exactly identical: mice can run further in some than in others. However, this effect is small in relation to the differences between mice, though it should be taken into account in designing future experiments.
The results of the 2nd experiment are shown graphically in Fig. 3 . There was a clear cut strain difference among older mice, but there was also a highly significant strain by age interaction.
The young C57BL/1O mice ran less than the old ones, but as they grew older they increased the distance run. Such strain by age interactions should be taken into account in studying strain differences.
DISCUSSION
Home-cage wheel actlVlty can be measured easily and cheaply using the apparatus described here. The effects of strain and age on such activity have been demonstrated, and it seems probable that a number of other factors may influence wheel activity. In particular, the effect of drugs on behaviour in long-term trials might be investigated using this apparatus.
